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This technical paper puts forth the upcoming
developments planned for the expansion of the
American Shiba Ecosystem. It details the
benefits for USHIBA token holders as well as
for veterans-oriented charities – the fundamental
drivers of this cryptocurrency initiative. For a
less technical presentation, please refer to the
Summary Paper that offers a bird’s eye view of
the subject in a condensed format.

Disclaimer
Investing in cryptocurrencies carries significant risks. The expectations, plans,
statements and intents (referred to as “material”) presented herein are not to be
construed as a guarantee of future performance and undue reliance should not be
placed on them. Such forward-looking material put forth in this document involve
known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual performance
and financial results in the future to differ materially from any projections of future
performance or result expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.
Although forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based upon
what the volunteers comprising the American Shiba volunteer team believe are
reasonable assumptions, there can be no assurance that forward-looking
statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ
substantially from those anticipated in such statements. Circumstances and factors
outside of the volunteer’s control may impede their abilities to implement this
planned expansion and even prevent it from being deployed at all.
The material that follows is prepared and presented in good faith by the volunteer
team and its representatives based on their best efforts, making use of all the
information available at the time of publication. Results cannot be predicted nor
guaranteed. Nothing contained in this document should be construed as financial
advice or solicitation. Consult with a proper financial advisor to assess the suitability
of cryptocurrencies such as this one in your investment portfolio.
As a general rule, do not invest more in cryptocurrencies than you are willing and
capable of losing. If you are in any way unfamiliar with concepts such as
blockchain, decentralized finance, custody (hard wallets in particular) and others
that are essential to cryptocurrencies, you should first invest in yourself and spend
the time necessary for you to understand the terminology, at the very least.
Investing in cryptocurrencies may or may not be allowed in your jurisdiction. Please
comply with all applicable laws to which you may be subject.

The updating of the whitepaper and expansion of the American Shiba USHIBA token has been completed in good
faith and is in alignment to our mission to generate virtuous cycles of mutual benefit to:
1.) Improve the lives of veterans, their families, and their communities by supporting and educating veteran charity
organizations that directly contribute to their financial, physical, and mental wellbeing.
2.) Improve the lives of all individuals that wish to participate in our ecosystem by holding all of their USHIBA
tokens and answer the call to action by organically contributing to the growth of our non-profit missions.

Introduction
to the expansion
Current Tokenomics
2% Redistribution: Holders of the American Shiba USHIBA ERC20 token (“Flagship Token”) have
benefited from a 2% redistribution generated from each transaction on the blockchain.

Deflationary: The remaining supply of the Flagship Token is under 5%, and is entirely available via
Uniswap, but continues to be distributed to two burn wallets every time a transaction occurs.
The burn wallet addresses (Vitalik Buterin’s Manual Burn and the Genesis Burn) own a large share of
tokens (over 40% of the total supply of Flagship Token) and will continue to grow via compounding
redistribution, as the Flagship Tokens that are in the burn addresses outweigh those of holders
proportionally, thus the burn addresses receive a larger portion of the redistribution as it occurs, and
the rest is distributed to the Flagship Token holders.

Expansion Plans
The USHIBA volunteers are introducing new benefits to holders of the Flagship Token by means of
expanding the USHIBA Token itself onto additional blockchain networks. The first blockchain network
we expand upon will be the Binance Smart Chain. The Official BEP20 USHIBA smart contract will
powered by an enhanced, automated, and efficient distribution system. This distribution system will
ensure that holders of the Flagship Token are rewarded commensurately for participating patiently in
the ecosystem and will further our charitable mission by allocating tokens to charities to act as
liquidity providers.

This distribution will be automatic, requiring no action from the part of Flagship Token
holders.
The American Shiba Development Team has deployed a smart contract customized for USHIBA’s

1) Holders of the ERC20 flagship
token

3) USHIBA Development Wallets to further
the ecosystem

2) Charity Partners to fund their
organizations and act as liquidity
providers

4) Exchanges for purchase (PancakeSwap,
Sushiswap, Apeswap, FegEX, Dodo DEX,
OpenOcean, etc.)

Fair Distribution & Safeguards
The entire distribution process is estimated to be completed by sometime in 2028. A fundamental
characteristic of this sector in the American Shiba Ecosystem is the electrified nature of the
deflationary features embedded in the contract. It is important to ensure our community holders that
their hard-earned investments are cared for and protected.
The American Shiba 2022 Development Team has enabled functions in the Official BEP20 USHIBA
smart contract that prevents any wallet address owner from adversely impacting token value based
on a single transaction by setting a strict 1% transaction cap, meaning if you want to buy more than 1
QT Official BEP20 USHIBA, you will have to do so by conducting more than 1 transaction, as 1% of
100 is 1.
In addition, functions are enabled within the Official BEP20 USHIBA that prohibit any sell order from
being more than:
- 1 Trillion Official BEP20 USHIBA: now until 12/30/22
- Further details to be released in 2023 whitepaper
This specific “MAX SELL LIMIT” function is scheduled to scale throughout the Contribution Events as
they are conducted and completed and is programmed in a way to allow the change to be public upon
the blockchain while following a schedule internally produced by the American Shiba Development
Team.
This mechanic, when managed properly by a collaborative effort, is an “anti-whale/anti-dump”
mechanic that can be used to offer a form of protection against malicious traders who may be
intending to rob the liquidity pools or manipulate the price charts. If they buy all, in this example 1 QT,
out of the pool, they’ll have to perform transactions of 1T thru time, or perform 1000 transactions with
1T all at once. This mechanism serves as determent for any malicious attempts to alter the value of
our token. Even if such an attack occurs from malicious traders, it will be thwarted by our contract
design, as liquidity pools will be expansive, not instantaneous, and will scale over time with the “MAX
SELL LIMIT” function enabled upon the Official BEP20 USHIBA smart contract.
These functions, along with others in the future, must be disabled before USHIBA is eligible to be
listed upon an upper echelon Centralized Exchange. However, it will remain intact until a lucrative
exchange upgrade is executed. There will also come a time, in the future, where the ownership for the
Official BEP20 USHIBA contract is renounced by the American Shiba Development Team. However,
it first must be set-up, managed, and coordinated for further expansion appropriately by the
collaborative team before any renouncement event will meet conditions to disable these functions.

Fund Accounting Practices
The structure of the American Shiba Project mirrors that which is commonly used in accounting for
charities, universities, municipalities, hospitals and like organizations: segregated accounts set up to
enable specific endeavors, otherwise known as fund accounting.
USHIBA Token holders will be able to monitor the movements in and usage of these wallets in real
time, at any time, a key characteristic of blockchain technology. This clear and transparent structure is
designed to enhance the intrinsic qualities of this initiative above and beyond its already strong and
safe design and is “certified rug-proof.”
Another benefit of how the American Shiba Ecosystem is being built is that holders of any USHIBA
Token wishing to make contributions to specific purposes will be able to do so, knowing that the
donation will serve that exact cause. Those donations may originate sporadically or, if needed,
following a call made by the Development Team.
Traditional terms in Fund Accounting, such as Restricted Accounts, Lock Boxes, Segregated Funds
etc. can now replace those by blockchain terminology: Multisig Wallets and Smart Contracts. The
herein proposed Ecosystem is a continuation of the growing trend in technology where “legacy”
systems, processes, structures, methods and all are being replaced by blockchain technology. In this
respect, the American Shiba Project is not ahead of its time… it’s exactly on time to serve the needs of
charities enabling themselves and their financial wellbeing on the blockchain.

Wider Scope
of Applications and Function
1) 100 QT BEP20 USHIBA expansion
tokens minted on BSC blockchain for
allocation

4) Redistribution of tokens via
surcharges and deductions

2) Rationale and Function based
allocation of tokens

5) Smart contract programmed
Guardians which fuel, direct, and
protect allocations of tokens

3) Rewards and Incentives distributed
to holders of flagship ERC20 USHIBA
and contributors to the project

6) Electrification, Redistribution
occurs on every transaction on the
block chain, including Guardians

Allocation of 100QT Minted Tokens
All 100 Quadrillion Tokens will be allocated via a specific rationale and function-based approach to
support the USHIBA Ecosystem. All transactions, including exchange buys and sells, distribution of
allocated tokens, and intra-project fund flow will benefit from redistribution. This includes, all
guardians, allocated funds, charity multisig wallets, and liquidity pools since they will also be holders
of the Official BEP20 USHIBA Token. Allocation of the tokens will issue via the following:

Charity Tokens: 22 Quadrillion (22%)

Utility Guardians: 24 Quadrillion (24%)

The team is working to establish many
partnerships, beginning with 12 individual fourstar veteran organization charities that cater to
the needs of veterans that could stand to benefit
from the expansion of the American Shiba
Ecosystem. Each of the 12 charities will be
granted access and keys to a multisig wallet that
contains 1 Quadrillion Official BEP20 USHIBA
Tokens, which will enable representatives of the
charity we establish the partnership with to
access, generate, and use the Official BEP20
USHIBA Tokens that the multisig wallet
contains. In addition, 10 Quadrillion Official
BEP20 USHIBA Tokens are also to be issued by
the Charity Arm Guardian to make a total of 22
Quadrillion Official BEP20 USHIBA Tokens
allocated for all charity purposes and
partnerships from 2022 to 2028.

Utility Guardian Tokens have been allocated to
service specific operational functions and tasks
within our ecosystem, including holder rewards.
The first “snapshot” of the Ethereum Mainnet
wallet addresses containing the Flagship
USHIBA token was taken on January 10th, 2022
and on January 31st, 2022, to be used to begin
issuing the first batch of rewards in BEP20
USHIBA to the Flagship USHIBA Token
Holders, and is tentatively set to begin to
distribute these rewards on March 31, 2022.
Snapshots are data sets that will be used
continuously throughout the American Shiba
Project to satisfy holding parameters of Flagship
USHIBA before executing reward transactions.
4 Quadrillion - C.I.G.A.R Guardian. (Community
Incentives: General Action Rewards)
4 Quadrillion - Dispense Guardian.

Deployer Guardian: 11 Quadrillion (11%)

4 Quadrillion - Distributor Guardian.
3 Quadrillion - Contributor Guardian.

Official BEP20 USHIBA Tokens issued to the
Deployer Guardian are to be used for executing
developmental transactions for the American
Shiba Ecosystem. They have been specifically
designated into separate funds on the
blockchain for future use, research in the
following areas:
2 Quadrillion to DeFi 1.0 Tech - ‘22-’23
1 Quadrillion to Bridge Solutions
1 Quadrillion to Atomic Solutions
1 Quadrillion to Wrapped Solutions
1 Quadrillion to Quantized Solutions
1 Quadrillion to Education Module Solutions
1 Quadrillion to DeFi 2.0 Solutions
1 Quadrillion to DeFi 1.0 Tech - ‘24-’25
1 Quadrillion to DeFi 1.0 Tech - ‘26-’28

3 Quadrillion - Special Ops Guardian.
3 Quadrillion - Multisig Guardian.
2 Quadrillion - Burn Guardian.
1 Quadrillion - NFT Guardian.

Allocated Funds 22 quadrillion, 22%
1 Quadrillion-NFT Fund
1 Quadrillion to Centralized Exchange Fund.
2 Quadrillion to Social Media Ads Fund.
2 Quadrillion to Press Marketing Ads Fund.
3 Quadrillion to the General Marketing Fund.
3 Quadrillion to Legal Fund.
5 Quadrillion to Binance Smart Chain
Community Operations Wallet (bCOW).
5 Quadrillion to Binance Smart Chain
Charity Action Transaction
Wallet (bCAT).

Liquidity Pools: 14 Quadrillion (14%)
Liquidity pools will be established on
decentralized exchanges for buying and selling
of the Official BEP20 USHIBA Token.
Those interested in acquiring the Official BEP20
USHIBA but are not interested in participating in
initial Contribution Events, where they can
acquire the Official BEP20 USHIBA at a lockedin rate, will be able to do so by swapping one
digital asset into the Official BEP20 USHIBA
after completion of the Alpha Contribution
Event.
IOUs are written to Chief Escrow Guardian for a
total of 5.2 Quadrillion, to use with Officer
Escrow Guardian to conduct the Event.

IOUs are written to Distributor Guardian for a
total of 8.8 QT to be used for the Subsequent
Contribution Events.
The total equals a minimum of 14 Quadrillion
Official BEP20 USHIBA Tokens to be allocated
for liquidity purposes.

Locked Tokens: 7 Quadrillion (7%)
A portion of tokens will be locked in future
designation and use: 3% until 2026, and 4%
until 2028. More details about how these tokens
are used once unlocked will be published in the
2023 whitepaper.

Contribution
Events
It is common practice for charitable and not-for-profit organizations such as hospitals, research
centers, foundations and the like to embark on larger scale projects and initiatives to expand the
scope of their enterprise. Whether it is to enlarge their premises or offer new services, these
organizations will announce their upcoming developments, thereby attracting contributions from
benefactors who support the advertised initiative, willing to share their wealth with their
community “for the greater good”. In return, it is common practice for the receiving organizations
to reward their supporters by arranging for public recognition, branding buildings or foundations
to their family or corporate names. Benefactors receive significant, lasting social value and
prestige from these donations. It is not common for large scale donations to remain fully
anonymous because of the valuable recognition and validation they enable.
To expand the American Shiba Ecosystem, The American Shiba Development Team will require
similar support from its believers. For this proposed expansion to take place, resources will be
needed to pay for development, legal counsel, network fees, and other types of expenses
associated with growing the ecosystem and achieving our mission. As our holders may
appreciate, the American Shiba Project does not currently own buildings and its supporters are
only identifiable by anonymous wallet addresses. Therefore, to incentivize donations to enable
the expansion, the team is granting financial Contributors tokens as recognition for their trust in
this proposed plan of action and these new tokens will be sent directly to the Contributors’ wallet
addresses.

Participants in Contribution Events have full authority to act upon the Contributor Tokens they
receive throughout their Contributor Events Schedule. It is important to note that the below events
have a vesting time schedule built into them, so contributors do not have the ability to interact
with all their tokens immediately to artificially and maliciously affect the price of the token. This
vesting schedule was designed to set up a fair system free from one single individual or team of
individuals negatively affecting the token value.

Alpha Event
Participants in Alpha Event, where 1 BNB = 100T Official BEP20 USHIBA, will receive their
tokens via the Alpha Schedule.

Bravo Event
Participants in Bravo Event, where 1 BNB = 90T Official BEP20 USHIBA, will receive their tokens
via the Bravo Schedule.

Charlie Event
Participants in Charlie Event, where 1 BNB = 80T Official BEP20 USHIBA, will receive their
tokens via the Charlie Schedule.

Alpha Event allows a total of 10 Participants: 10 BNB = Completed Event.
Bravo Event allows a total of 20 Participants. 20 BNB = Completed Event.
Charlie Event allows a total of 30 Participants. 30 BNB = Completed Event.

Subsequent Events
Participants in Subsequent Events, where 1 BNB = variable amounts of Official BEP20 USHIBA,
receive their tokens via Subsequent Schedule.
Subsequent Events allow a minimum of 890 Participants after all 6 Subsequent Events are
complete.
Once Subsequent Events have ended, there will never be any more Contributor Events upon the
Official BEP20 USHIBA.
By the time the Last Subsequent Event is completed, a minimum of 14 Quadrillion Official BEP20
USHIBA Tokens will be considered "Circulating Supply", or "Fair Tokens", determinant on how
many Allocated Fund Tokens have already been converted for Project Functionalities throughout
the chronological order of the Events.

Incentivizing
Contributors
& Holders

American Shiba at its core is a
decentralized community geared
toward empowering veteran
charity organizations to serve our
veterans. Within the veins lies a
community-driven and volunteer
led effort which means the more
members and contributors within
our community, the better.

All holders of the ERC20 Flagship Token are eligible and will receive rewards for holding their
ERC20 Flagship Tokens. These rewards will happen automatically by airdrop of the Official
BEP20 USHIBA Tokens to the holder’s wallet via the C.I.G.A.R Guardian, if holding requirements
are met and kept. In addition to this effort, we keep an open door in the project as a way of
making community members with extraordinary ideas, talents, patriotism, time to donate, or
genuine social media reach the opportunity to participate and be further rewarded.
To incentivize Community Participation, we rank Contributors in the American Shiba Project
thereby making them eligible for receipt of Official BEP20 USHIBA Tokens from the Contributor
Guardian, and potentially have those rewards stack with the receipt of the Official BEP20
USHIBA tokens from the C.I.G.A.R Guardian, if they remain a holder of their ERC20 Flagship
Tokens. Recently, Community Members have been graciously funneling in to contribute articles,
graphics, videos, ideas and even crypto donations to the Community Operations Wallet (COW) to
support the growth of the project.
We want to reward these Contributions from Community Members that we’ve received thus far
from part of our 9,100 holders of the ERC20 Flagship Token. We do this by applying a stacked
reward rate (meaning adding rewards upon rewards) to their wallet address to be issued an
increased amount of the Official BEP20 USHIBA Token from the C.I.G.A.R Guardian.
This mechanic presents a wide horizon of opportunity for Community Members to elevate
themselves into Contributors who answered the Call to Action. The Development Team has smart
contract tools to reward and prioritize these Contributors, pertaining to the degree in which they
contribute. We do so to equip them with morale to continue contributing to the Project and to
perhaps guide & recruit new Community Members to join and become future Contributors
themselves. Contributor Ranks are currently divided into three (3) "Tiers"

Contributor Tier Ranks
Tier I: +1% reward rate, composed of:
Donators, Researchers I, Community Mods, Marketers I.

Contributor Tier Ranks (Continued)
Tier II: +2% reward rate, composed of:
Sponsors, Researchers II, Community Admins, Marketers II.

Tier III: +3% reward rate, composed of:
VIPs, Core Team, Researchers III, Community Veterans, Marketers III.

Tier IV: +4% reward rate, composed of: (Not in utilization until 2023 whitepaper)

Electrification
of the Guardians
Guardians are smart contract programmed, multi-signature wallets containing Official BEP20
USHIBA Tokens which protect, direct, and distribute Official BEP20 USHIBA Tokens over time for
specific Functions and Applications. In order to support a continuous and virtuous cycle (or
“electrification”) of the American Shiba Ecosystem, we have also developed the following
deductions and surcharges.

Deductions

Surcharges

Deductions are a custom, internalized way to
artificially reduce the velocity in the number of
tokens being traded upon by the Guardians.

Surcharges are a custom, internalized way to
artificially throttle the velocity in the number
of tokens being used from allocated funds
(e.g.: Legal, Social Media Ads, Press Ads,
etc.).

Depending on which Guardian you are issued
tokens from, determines which specific
deductions, if any, apply before the issuance
of tokens to you.

Which allocated fund being interacted with
determines which certain surcharges apply.

When Guardians are sending tokens,
deductions apply to the amount in which
Guardian is issuing:

The surcharge is measured by 1% of the total
transaction in BEP20 USHIBA tokens, and
then applied accordingly.

(Total tokens being issued [gross] deductions = Total tokens being issued [net])

(100% of total tokens being interacted with in
transaction + surcharges = new 100% amt of
tokens being interacted upon.)

Utility in Motion
As surcharges and deductions flow throughout our Ecosystem we ensure the velocity of Tokens is
controlled and distributed throughout the specific funds and Guardians. This is essential to power
our ability to achieve our growth and accomplish our mission. In order to better comprehend the
electrification of our Ecosystem, the following flow chart was created to visualize the in-flows and
out-flows of deductions and surcharges, to and from each fund or guardian.

As the flow chart exhibits, there are multiple in-flows and out-flows for each specific Guardian and
fund. These in-flows and out-flows have been strategically designed to ensure that each specific
function and goal of the Project can be met and continues to be funded throughout. With the
electrification of our ecosystem, it will be impossible for specific funds & Guardians to become
obsolete.

Guardians
Roles, Function, & Distribution
Deployer Guardian
This Guardian has Official BEP20 USHIBA Tokens that will be used to reinvest into the American
Shiba Ecosystem to ensure that long-term sustainability of the initiative and continued relevance of
the contract remains a priority.

Receives supplemental funding from: C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, and Dispense
Guardian.

Subject to surcharges to: CAT, Special Ops Guardian, and MultiSig Guardian.
Supporting the following functions:
Defi 1.0 solutions (22-23) - Stake Official BEP20 USHIBA to earn more Official BEP20 USHIBA, BNB;
Special Ops - to address any future need not foreseen today.
Bridge - to develop connections to other blockchain networks.
Wrapped solutions - to enable trading and pairing on various exchanges.
Expansive liquidity - establish multiple asset pairs (USHIBA/LINK, USDC etc.)
Atomic - critical blockchain mechanism to execute cross-chain trades.
Educational - to deploy material across several medias to help educate veterans about
cryptocurrencies.
Quantized - to enhance smart contracts against attacks generated from quantum computers.
Defi 2.0 - “Smart DeFi” Announcements will be made as we progress toward this arena.
Defi 1.0 (24-25) Stake BEP20 USHIBA to earn BNB, + (see 2023 whitepaper);
Defi 1.0 (25-26) Stake BEP20 USHIBA to earn USDT, + (see 2023 whitepaper).

Charity Arm Guardian
A total of twelve (12) charities will be assigned and given complete access to multi-signature wallets.
Each charity will gain access to a total of 1.8 quadrillion tokens once the Charity Arm Guardian
distributes tokens to each wallet to “top-up” the original 1 QT in each Charity Partnership Multisig Wallet
from Token Allocation. These charities have been identified and the American Shiba Development
Team has initiated contact with a number of them. Announcements will be made as we progress
towards concluding agreements with each of them.

Receives supplemental funding from: COW, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, Special
Ops Guardian, MultiSig Guardian, Dispense Guardian, and the NFT Fund and CEX Fund.

Subject to zero surcharges or deductions.

Utility Guardians
Designed to support the ecosystem’s various operations:

NFT Guardian- adds tokens to the NFT fund, to fuel continuous development and creation of current &
future NFT collections/designs.

Burn Guardian- one-way multisig wallet in which tokens can only be deposited, never to be retrieved.
Special Ops Guardian- Adds tokens to the Press, Social Media, General Marketing, Legal, and CEX
Fund.

Contributor Guardian- distributes Tokens on demand or in a scheduled manner by the team to
helpers as reward for their work in furthering the Project’s endeavors.

MultiSig Guardian- wallet requiring several team members to approve moving tokens to COW & CAT
on demand.

C.I.G.A.R Guardian- administrates “Community Incentives and General Action Rewards”.
Distributor Guardian- will succeed the Officer Escrow Officer, which expires after Alpha, Bravo, and
Charlie Contributor Event. Distributes tokens from rewards campaigns, extended liquidity generation
events, liquidity mining campaigns. Token issuances are based on Subsequent Schedule(s).

Dispense Guardian- Tokens to be strategically dispensed as organic outreach and growth to project
through time.

CAT: Charitable Action Transaction Wallet
Designed for transacting and keeping track of all transactions pertaining to charity donations we
perform.

Receives supplemental funding from: 1% of Subsequent Event Tokens.
Receives supplemental funding from: 1% from: transactions performed by:
COW, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, Special Operations Guardian, NFT Guardian,
Multisig Guardian, Dispense Guardian, NFT Fund, CEX Fund, Social Media Ads Fund, Press Ads Fund,
General Marketing Fund, Legal Fund, Deployer Guardian, Charity Arm Guardian

Subject to zero surcharges and zero deductions

COW: Community Operations Wallet
Designed for keeping all initiative transactions we perform on behalf of the community in one place on
the blockchain.

Receives supplemental funding from: 1% of Subsequent Event Tokens.
Receives supplemental funding from: 1% from transactions performed by:
C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, Special Operations Guardian, NFT Guardian,
MultiSig Guardian, Dispense Guardian, NFT Fund, General Marketing Fund

Subject to 1% surcharges to:
Burn Guardian, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, Special Operations Guardian,
NFT Guardian, Multisig Guardian, Dispense Guardian, NFT Fund, CEX Fund, Social Media Ads Fund,
Press Ads Fund, General Marketing Fund, Legal Fund, Charity Arm Guardian

C.I.G.A.R Guardian
The Community Incentives and General Action Rewards Guardian is designed to reward ERC20
Flagship Token holders in Official BEP20 USHIBA Tokens through community incentive rewards,
community rewards, community incentives, and airdrop rewards.
-USHIBA Holders benefit from an increased Action Rewards Rate if holding the ERC20 & BEP20
USHIBA.
-USHIBA Holders benefit from an increased Action Rewards Rate if providing more than $5K liquidity
via decentralized exchanges (e.g. PancakeSwap, etc.)
-Staking: Holders will be able to benefit from staking their Official BEP20 USHIBA Tokens.
1.) more bep20 Ushiba
* 10x accelerated rewards thru 2022
* Standard reward contract deployed on 3/31/24 for years = 4

2.) extra BNB
* 5x accelerated rewards starting thru early 2024
* Standard reward contract deployed on 3/31/25 for years = 3

3.) supplemental BUSD
* 2x accelerated rewards starting thru early 2025,
* Standard reward contract deployed on 3/31/26 for years = 2

Receives supplemental funding from: 1% of Subsequent Tokens
Receives supplemental funding from: 1% from: transactions performed by:
COW, Contributor Guardian, Special Operations Guardian, NFT Guardian, MultiSig Guardian
Dispense Guardian, NFT Fund, General Marketing Fund

Subject to deductions on each transaction to:
CAT, COW, Contributor Guardian, Special Operations Guardian, NFT Guardian, MultiSIg Guardian,
NFT Fund, CEX Fund, Social Media Ads Fund, Press Ads Fund, General Marketing Fund, Legal Fund,
Deployer Guardian, Charity Arm Guardian

Contributor Guardian
Designed for rewarding Holders of the ERC20 Flagship Token and Contributors to the American Shiba
Project by slowly issuing tokens to:
- ERC20 USHIBA Holders who participate in our BEP20 Contribution Events.
- ERC20 USHIBA Holders who participate in our BEP20 USHIBA Community Incentive Events.
- ERC20 USHIBA Holders who elect to obtain any generation of our NFTs that are put to market.
- ERC20 USHIBA Holders who elect to become BEP20 USHIBA Liquidity Providers in PancakeSwap
(2k pool minimum)
- ERC20 USHIBA Holders who elect to become BEP20 USHIBA Liquidity Providers in BSC SushiSwap
(2k pool minimum)
- ERC20 USHIBA Holders who have, at any time through 2021, donated any ETH to the eCOW
- ERC20 USHIBA Holders who have, at any time through 2021, donated any BNB/BEP20 to the bCOW
- ERC20 USHIBA Holders who have, at any time through 2021, donated any other network’s token to
any other multisig (team operated) wallet.
- ERC20 USHIBA Holders who have an Applied Rank to their profile on our Telegram and/or Discord
channels (see tiered ranks)
- ERC20 USHIBA Holders who have an Applied Rank and have provided recognized, constructive, and
implemented input to the Project's REV throughout its development. (See tiered ranks)
- ERC20 USHIBA Holders who have, at any time through 2021, elected to send more than 1 billion
ERC20 USHIBA to Vitalik Buterin's manual burn (0x042...069)
- ERC20 USHIBA holders who have, at any time through 2021, elected to send more than 1 billion
ERC20 USHIBA to the 0x000dead burn address.
- ERC20 USHIBA holders who have, at any time through 2021, elected to participate in sending Vitalik
Buterin messages in ETH transactions to request him to burn his erc20 ushiba tokens (from 10/22/21
to 11/1/21)
- ERC20 USHIBA holders who elect to become ERC20 USHIBA Liquidity Providers in Uniswap V3
($100k minimum pool, with at least 80% fees generated donated to eCOW, in order to be eligible)
- ERC20 USHIBA holders who elect to become ERC20 USHIBA Liquidity Providers in ETH SushiSwap
($100k minimum pool, with at least 80% fees generated donated to eCOW, in order to be eligible)
- And more as they develop!

Special Ops Guardian
Designed for funding strategic operations to conduct monumental accomplishments throughout the
lifespan of the American Shiba Project. Examples include, paying for legal counsel, legal fees for
being a nonprofit, centralized exchange fees, marketing initiatives, supplemental NFT funding, and
other necessary and strategic operations

Receives supplemental funding from: 1% of Subsequent Tokens
Receives supplemental funding from: 1% from transactions performed by:
COW, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, NFT Guardian, MultiSig Guardian, Dispense
Guardian

Subject to deductions on each transaction to:
Charity Arm Guardian, CAT, COW, NFT Fund, CEX Fund, Social Media Ads Fund, Press Ads Fund,
Marketing Fund, Legal Fund

Burn Guardian
Designed to manage funds to be designated for burning to ensure a hyper-deflationary currency.

Receives +1% from: COW, Dispense Guardian, NFT Fund, MultiSig Guardian.
Receives: 50% of Official BEP20 USHIBA: used to conduct NFT Sales, Store Sales.

Burn Schedule:
EOY 2022: there will be at least 1.0 Quadrillion Official BEP20 USHIBA tokens in the burn address.
EOY 2023: there will be at least 1.5 Quadrillion Official BEP20 USHIBA tokens in the burn address.

NFT Guardian
Routinely adds tokens to the NFT fund, to fuel continuous development and creation of current &
future NFT designs and collections.

Receives supplemental funding from: 1% from transactions performed by:
COW, Contributor Guardian, Special Ops Guardian, Dispense Guardian

Subject to deductions on each transaction to:
CAT, COW, Burn Guardian, Special Ops Guardian, MultiSig Guardian, NFT Fund, General Marketing
Fund

Multisig Guardian
Routinely adds tokens to the COW and CAT

Receives supplemental funding from: 1% from: transactions performed by:
COW, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, Special Ops Guardian, NFT Guardian, Dispense
Guardian

Subject to deductions on each transaction to:
CAT, COW, Burn Guardian, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, NFT Guardian, Dispense
Guardian

Dispense Guardian
Designed to interact with tokens that are to be strategically dispensed as organic outreach and growth
to the project.

Subject to deductions on each transaction to:
CAT, COW, Burn Guardian, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, Special Ops Guardian, NFT
Guardian, MultiSig Guardian, NFT Fund, CEX Fund, Social Media Ads Fund, Press Ads Fund,
General Marketing Fund, Legal Fund, Deployer Guardian, Charity Arm Guardian

NFT Fund
Funding account to design, deploy, and market NFT collections

Receives supplemental funding from: 1% from transactions performed by:
COW, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, Special Ops Guardian
NFT Guardian, MultiSig Guardian, Dispense Guardian

Subject to surcharges on each transaction to:
CAT, COW, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, Special Ops Guardian, Multisig Guardian
General Marketing, Charity Arm Guardian

CEX Fund
Fund to get onto one or many upper echelon centralized exchanges.

Receives supplemental funding from: 1% from transactions performed by:
COW, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, Special Ops Guardian, MultiSig Guardian,
Dispense Guardian

Subject to surcharges on each transaction to:
CAT, COW, Charity Arm Guardian, Burn Guardian

Social Media Ads Fund
Funding account to continuously deploy social media ad campaigns for extended cycles of time to
recruit new holders and contributors to our ecosystem

Receives supplemental funding from: 1% from transactions performed by:
COW, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, Special Ops Guardian, MultiSig Guardian,
Dispense Guardian, Press Ads Fund, General Marketing Fund

Subject to surcharges on each transaction to:
CAT, Special Ops Guardian, MultiSig Guardian, Press Ads Fund, General Marketing Fund

Press Ads Fund
Fund for continuously enabling media and press articles to be written to educate investors and grow
our holders and contributors.

Receives supplemental funding from: 1% from transactions performed by:
COW, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, Special Ops Guardian, MultiSig Guardian,
Dispense Guardian, General Marketing Fund, Social Media Ads Fund

Subject to surcharges on each transaction to:
CAT, Special Ops Guardian, MultiSig Guardian, Social Media Ads Fund, General Marketing Fund

General Marketing Fund
Fund containing additional resources to be used for strategic marketing campaigns and initiatives.
Can be used to supplement social media and press ad funds, or campaigns outside of these methods.

Receives supplemental funding from: 1% from transactions performed by:
COW, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, Special Ops Guardian, NFT Guardian
MultiSig Guardian, Dispense Guardian, NFT Fund, Social Media Ads Fund, Press Media Ads Fund

Subject to surcharges on each transaction to:
CAT, COW, Special Ops Guardian, MultiSig Guardian, Social Media Ads Fund, Press Ads Fund
Legal Fund

Legal Fund
Fund to finance legal fees, trademark fees, patent fees, registered agents, yearly necessities and
renewal fees.

Receives supplemental funding from: 1% from transactions performed by:
COW, C.I.G.A.R Guardian, Contributor Guardian, Special Ops Guardian, MultiSig Guardian, Dispense
Guardian, General Marketing Fund

Subject to surcharges on each transaction to:
CAT, Special Ops Guardian, MultiSig Guardian

Forward
Thinking
Increasing Awareness
There are thousands of cryptocurrencies
available to anyone. A large number have little
use, no function and many have been
abandoned. American Shiba is patriotic and
proud to serve those who have served, and it will
not be kept a secret for long.
The team is embarking on a series of measured
campaigns to increase awareness. Direct
contributions and redistributions in the COW as
well as pledges from supportive holders will
enable marketing efforts to “let the dog out” of
the yard and into the world. These investments
are essential to the future success of American
Shiba.
Already, a petition was launched in the fall of
2021 to have the Flagship USHIBA Token listed
on Robinhood. The American Shiba
Development Team invites any individual or
collective that has an interest in seeing the
American Shiba Project succeed to join our
efforts to spread the word and contribute to the
team in one way or another. Successful
Contributors will be rewarded by the American
Shiba Development Team via Guardians and
potentially on a case-by-case basis.

Increased Usage Cases
The American Shiba Team has identified several
potential enterprises that stand to benefit from
accepting our tokens as a payment instrument in
the following fields: consumer goods, gaming,
metaverse
We will be approaching these prospective
entities over the course of 2022. However, no
success can be guaranteed in these initiatives.

Timelines
It is common practice for cryptocurrency white
papers to set schedules or milestones by
which readers and holders can measure
progress and work accomplished by the team.
In fact, it is sound business practice to set
evaluation timelines by which any stakeholder
can gauge the progress of an endeavor - or
lack of. In North America, publicly listed
companies are required to publish quarterly
results to enable their shareholders to assess
management’s performance. Unfortunately,
the frequent reporting imposed by financial
markets has the unintended consequence of
encouraging management to focus on short
term decisions made to increase stock price at
the detriment of long-term success. Examples
of such phenomena are legion, whether in the
banking, telecom or consumer goods sectors
to name a few, and the burgeoning world of
blockchain-based enterprises is no exception.
Often, developers and their colleagues
struggle to meet these self-imposed quarterly
deadlines which inevitably results in mass
disappointment, thus encouraging speculation
(of whether the progress will take place or not).
Because the Project is led by a small number
of volunteers, the team took the decision to not
set short-term milestones and deadlines for
any of the work planned in this document over
the coming year.
American Shiba is an initiative driven to
achieve long-term, sustainable and permanent
success to benefit its stakeholders. For that
intention to materialize, the team must be free
of impediments. We will not hurry our work to
please a few in a short-term unsustainable
way, but we will implement the correct action
plan to benefit many for the foreseeable future.

Team Composition

Certifications/Audits

The cryptocurrency market has been described
by many as a “wild west”, absent of any
governing body, relying on an individual's moral
compass (functioning or not) to lead or take part
in a team that may or not have third parties’ best
interest at heart.

Third party experts provide valuable comfort to
the general public by providing assurances that
the structure and environment of a
cryptocurrency contract are as they are
advertised and contain no detrimental risk
factors. In June 2021, American Shiba ERC20
received a “pass” score from Techrate on its
contract characteristics, recommending a minor
fix on “out of gas” exceptions. From that point on,
stakeholders had confidence in the USHIBA
token’s legitimacy to move the project forward.

There are no standardized code(s) of ethics, and
the pseudo anonymous nature of
cryptocurrencies make it an ideal playground for
nefarious actors to engage in what’s known as
“rug pulls” and “pump and dump” schemes.
In such cases, a bad actor can generate rapid
personal wealth with minimal amounts of work at
the expense of others who were attracted by a
manufactured hype promising long term success
or some other false pretext. There is virtually no
end to the number of such cases, even involving
centralized exchanges where principals have
literally disappeared with their client’s money.
At the heart of USHIBA is the ethos to conduct a
fair and worthy organization that can positively
affect the lives of veterans and all holders of our
tokens. We strategic have set up a system to
avoid any of the pitfalls that we have described
above.
The American Shiba team is comprised of an
experienced developer, a professional
accountant, a practicing lawyer, a sales and
marketing professional, a scientist, and other
highly educated individuals. In addition to the
core team, we also have other enthusiasts
committed to the cause that USHIBA serves.
A process is in place to ensure the individuals
making up the team are who they claim to be,
their qualifications are indeed as advertised and
none of them carry criminal records.

Once the expanded contract is deployed, the
team will work at obtaining the seal of approval
from Certik, the leading certification provider in
the crypto sphere. As to be expected, the cost of
their services is commensurate with their quality.
As such, the team is exploring options to absorb
the cost involved.

Legal Considerations
The team is pleased to inform stakeholders that
legal protections will be sought to trademark and
protect our brand. We also have lofty goals of
formally incorporating as a non-profit entity.
Details on progress and status will be released
on the telegram and discord groups when
available.

Languages
To expand the reach of this initiative, the team
will be arranging for documents and material to
be translated in other languages. This will allow
others around the world who do not speak
English to participate in our ecosystem free of
barrier.

Business Continuity
At present time, the team is composed of a small number of motivated individuals who are each
dedicated to adding value to the initiative. Operating in a small team environment has several
advantages such as rapid decision making, ease of communication, and collegial atmosphere, but
also carries a few unique inconveniences and risks such as volunteer fatigue and burnout,
concentration of talent, and exposure to other life issues.
To that end, the team is actively seeking talented individuals who are supportive of their veterans and
who can commit their talents and skills to make a difference. In addition, access to various software
and applications necessary to operate this initiative in a way that, should the team suffer a decline in
manpower, the remaining members of the group can continue deploying the developments herein
presented.

Closing
Review of Objectives

We hope you join us on this journey to support our
patriotic heroes. Join our telegram & discord today to
receive live updates as they come. Do not trade into
false or misleading smart contract address claiming
to be BEP20 USHIBA's. Our website, CoinGecko,
and CMC page will list the official contract address at
some time in April 2022.The Official BEP20 USHIBA
smart contract is scheduled to execute on 3/31/22.

Positive Impact to Charities
The goal of the American Shiba Project is to positively impact charities that support veterans. We
seek to achieve this through allocation of funding specifically set aside for each participating charity,
as they come. In addition to providing funding via secure multisig wallets, we seek to empower the
organizations through cryptocurrency education and the ability for these charities to act as long-term
liquidity providers. By acting as long-term liquidity providers, each charity will benefit from the
virtuous cycles of our ecosystem, which will compound the donations that were provided in each
wallet.

Rewards to Holders
At the core of USHIBA are our dedicated holders from across the globe that have banded together for
a common mission to support veterans and to create a decentralized community token that aims to
do good in the world. Without our holders, our community, and our contributors, none of this would
be possible. It is for that reason that we seek to reward both the holders of our ERC20 Flagship
USHIBA Token, and the Contributors to the American Shiba Project, as our holders and contributors
have invested not only their time in the project, but also their hard-earned money.

Appendix
Contribution Event Schedules
The Contribution Events are designed to provide liquidity across many decentralized exchanges.
The Alpha, Bravo, and Charlie Contribution Event Schedule is a function within the Chief & Officer
Escrow Guardian smart contract, provided that the Chief Escrow Guardian was first interacted with to
obtain a locked-in rate of Official BEP20 USHIBA for 1 BNB, of which those tokens are to be
provided to the participant of the Contribution Event by the Officer Escrow Guardian.

ALPHA EVENT
3/31/22: Deployer Guardian "loans" 1 QT Official BEP20 USHIBA Tokens to the Chief Escrow
Guardian to conduct the Alpha Contribution Event.
Advise the Community on 2/22/22 to have their BNB ready by 4/3/22.
Chief Escrow Guardian is open for Alpha Contribution Event on 4/4/22 (at midnight)
1.) Deployer Guardian -> 1QT Official BEP20 USHIBA -> Chief Escrow Guardian.
2.) Alpha Participant -> 1 BNB -> Chief Escrow Guardian.
3.) Chief Escrow Guardian -> 1% (1T) -> Alpha Participant.
4.) Chief Escrow Guardian -> 99% (99T) -> Officer Escrow Guardian.
5.) Officer Escrow Guardian interacts with 4% (3.96T) as tax and repurposes for operations.
990B -> Legal Fund
990B -> Contributor Guardian
990B -> CIGAR Guardian
990B -> Special Ops Guardian
leaving Alpha Participant with a new "100%" total, equal to 95% or 95T.
6.) Officer Escrow Guardian -> Alpha Participant
*Guardian begins issuing starter ~75% (~75T) over 12 months, starting 30 days after Alpha
Contribution Event completion.
7.) Officer Escrow Guardian -> Alpha Participant
*Guardian begins issuing remaining ~25% (~25T) over 6 months, starting (~5/x/23) and will have
(~95T) by no later than 10/31/23.

1QT Official BEP20 USHIBA Tokens are distributed as rewards to Alpha Participants and will be fully
collected by no later than 10/31/2023 via Contributor and Officer Escrow Guardian.
Alpha Event is when 1 QT Official BEP20 USHIBA Tokens and 10 BNB is added into Pancakeswap.
Liquidity Provider (LP) Interaction will occur immediately once notice of a Contribution Event is
completed is received.
Alpha LP Interaction:
~$1000 (~25%) after 30 days lock (unlocks 5/~/22)
another ~$1000 (~25%) 30 days after that (unlocks 6/~22)
with another ~$1000 (~25%)30 days after that (unlocks 7/~/22)
with a final ~$1000 (~25% 90 days after that (unlocks 10/~/22)
A.) ~25% LP tokens locked in mudra for 1 month. (Unlocks 30 days after event completion (5/~/22)
Delegation functions as:
0.) redeem x bnb for ($200) in stablecoin and send to CAT.
1.) transfer x bnb for (~$200) in bnb and send to Deployer Guardian.
2.) redeem x bnb for (~$250/.5 WBNB) to be put into FibSwap Private Pool.
3.) redeem x bnb for (~$250 into stablecoin), put into proactive Liquidity Reserve:
0x58b96a9af732b0EB60624C7f993dF476d333442A
4.) relock remainder LP tokens for 1 year (unlocks on 5/~/23)

B.) ~25% LP tokens locked in mudra for 2 months. (Unlocks 60 days after event completion
(6/~/22)
Delegation functions as:
0.) redeem x bnb for ($100) in stablecoin and send to the bCAT.
1.) redeem x bnb for (~$250/.5 WBNB) to be into SushiSwap Private Pool.
2.) redeem x bnb for (~$250 into stablecoin), put into proactive liquidity reserve
0x58b96a9af732b0EB60624C7f993dF476d333442A
3.) redeem ~1 bnb (.10 bnb a piece) to: Charity Arm Guardian, Charity MultiSig Wallet A,
Charity MultiSig Wallet B, Charity MultiSig Wallet C, Charity MultiSig Wallet D, Charity MultiSig
Wallet E, Charity MultiSig Wallet F, Charity MultiSig Wallet G, Charity MultiSig Wallet H,
Charity MultiSig Wallet I.
4. relock remainder LP tokens for 2 years (unlocks on 5/~/24)

C.) ~25% LP tokens locked in mudra for 3 months. (Unlocks 90 days after event completion (7/~/22)
Delegation functions as:
0.) redeem x bnb for ($100) in stablecoin and send to CAT.
1). redeem x bnb for (~$250/.5 WBNB) to be into DodoDEX Private Pool.
2) redeem x bnb for (~$250 into stablecoin), put into proactive liquidity reserve
0x58b96a9af732b0EB60624C7f993dF476d333442A
3.) redeem x bnb for (~$250/.5 WBNB) to be into OpenOcean Private Pool.
4.) relock remainder LP for 3 years (unlocks on 5/~/25)

D.) ~25% LP tokens locked in mudra for 6 months. (Unlocks 180 days after completion (10/~/22)
Delegation functions as:
0.) redeem x bnb for ($100) in stablecoin and send to CAT.
1.) redeem x bnb for (~$250 into stablecoin), put into proactive liquidity reserve
0x58b96a9af732b0EB60624C7f993dF476d333442A
2.) redeem x bnb for (~$250/.5 WBNB) to be into ApeSwap Private Pool.
3.) relock remainder LP for 4 years (unlocks on 5/~/26)

That commences the Alpha Contribution event.

After completion of the Alpha event, the following contribution evens will move forward following the
same general design as Alpha.

Bravo Contribution Event date = 28 days after time of goal reached in Alpha Contribution Event.

Charlie Contribution Event date = 28 days after time of goal reached in Bravo Contribution
Event.

Subsequent Contribution Event dates = Dates to be advised in 2023 Whitepaper.

